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From the desk of the PYP Coordinator
Dear Parents,
Wish you all a very happy new year.
The second academic term started well in the Primary School. Reports were sent out on the
14th of January. I hope you take the time to reflect with your child on all of their successes
both at school and at home. Building up your child’s confidence and noticing the progress
he or she has made is integral in the journey as a lifelong learner.
We can already look back on many achievements and accomplishments in the first term.
Our students and staff have been exceptionally active, not only in implementing and
upholding our rigorous academic programmes, but also in other areas.
This newsletter has been put together for you to share some memories of the last three
months of the previous year, which has been quite eventful. I am sure that everyone will
agree when I say that the Junior School has had an enjoyable first term of the academic year
2016-17. I wish to thank the students, teachers and parents for all your support in all that
we have accomplished and look forward to your continued encouragement in all that we
plan to do in the year ahead.
Warm regards,
Shreya Malhotra
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Lower Prep
Inquring through
play

How we express ourselves
Central Idea-Through play we
express our feelings and
ideas and come to new
understanding.

Lower Prep
Creative Play - Exploring Drawing

Art Integration

We enjoy and experience different forms of arts. The art is a means of
communication and expression.
Key Concept:
Function Form

The class explored the use of different materials by:
• creating an art piece by using crayons on black sand paper
•working with textured brushes created by clipping materials such as crumpled cellophane,
paper, corrugated paper rolls, thick jute rope etc. on wooden pegs.

Attitude:
Cooperation
Creativity

Upper Prep - Who We Are

Provocation
Being stranded outside a locked Upper Prep homeroom, got the students curious to peep
and see what had happened. Seeing a messy classroom made the students wonder as to
what had happened and then they unanimously decided to rearrange and organize the
classroom. The hands on experience of organizing a messed up class made the students
reflect on how it brings a community together to organize themselves. This engagement
was a successful provocation of unpacking the transdisciplinary theme ‘How We Organize
Ourselves’.
There will be
chaos and
confusion if things
are not organised.”
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Upper
Prep

Grade 1: How We Organise Ourselves
Learning Celebration

Central Idea: Physical and virtual public spaces provide people with opportunities to
connect and establish a sense of community.

Grade 2- How the world works
Students unpacked the related concept ‘Impact’
by making the homeroom environment either too
cold or too hot. Through this they understood
that things we do have an effect on our
environment.

Air conditioner and fan switched off

Air conditioner and fan at lowest
temperature

Students had a hands on experience during a Math session of exploring the
concept ‘Measurement’ (length) by measuring things in their immediate
environment and representing them with real life scenarios using ribbons,
dupattas and ropes to understand non-standard units.

Grade 3

Sharing The
Planet

Central IdeaManagement
of limited
resources
creates
challenges
and
opportunities
for societies

Grade 3

Students of Grade 3 visited PepsiCo.’s water bottling plant to drive inquiry further under the
transdisciplinary theme of ‘Sharing the Planet’. Through the visit, students learned about the water
purification process, bottling assembly line and packaging process. They got the opportunity to
understand how packaged water arrives in shops ready for sale and where used/waste plastic is recycled.

Grade 5
Learning
CelebrationWho we are

Action in the PYP

Grade 3 students took action by creating posters to spread awareness
about the importance of water conservation.

A long cherished
tradition that leaves all
children with a great
sense of achievement and
pride. The process
encourages students to
build many of the
essential skills of working
cooperatively, enhancing
their self management
skills and also build on
the learner profile
attributes of physical
well-being, confidence to
take risk and
commitment towards
their goal.

Junior School Sports Day - December 21st, 2016

The Scholastic initiated event ONE NATION READING
TOGETHER 2016 was organised by the library to celebrate
the joy of “reading for fun.” The event commenced with
students Devanshi Parikh and Tarini Patki, both from Grade
2, reading the pledge in Hindi on the PA system. Students and
teachers in every class, across the school, indulged in the joy
of reading.

Ms Judith Rossell, Australian Children’s writer and illustrator conducted a
workshop on basic illustration and conducted an interesting talk on books,
stories and drawing.
Various activities were conducted by Librarians and Library Parent Volunteers
to enable students develop a better understanding and appreciation of various
cultures, values and traditions.

Events

The students of Grade 1 displayed the attitude of
confidence and enthusiasm during their 1st ‘Open mic’
assembly and expressed themselves clearly. This
assembly gave them the platform to explore diverse
local and Global languages such as Bengali, Marathi,
German, Hindi, English and appreciate their peers.
The second ‘Open mic’ assembly for Grade 3 was
conducted on 18th November, 2016. Students
confidently recited and sang both regional and western
poems, songs and extracts. In this assembly we saw
several children performing pieces in their mother
tongue.
Grade 4 had its second ‘Open mic’ assembly on 14
December, 2016.Students performed confidently.
across a variety of genres and displayed their talent.
They sang a variety of western and indian songs and
recited poems from various languages. This ‘Open Mic’
saw unique renditions - a poem in Spanish with
translations and also a monologue prepared from the
Harry Potter series!

Open Mic Assemblies

Morning Assemblies
School assembly is an important aspect of
school curriculum. It nurtures and
maintains a positive school culture and it
stresses on further development of social
and communication skills.

Grade 5 mesmerised the audience with their spectacular theatric treat in their class assembly
which focused on the transdisciplinary theme ‘Where we are in place and time’. Key concepts such
as causation, connection and perspective were skillfully interwoven within the script, as they
navigated the journey of one of the students who had experienced migration at varied levels. A
lesson in English, ‘I Hate English’ inspired them to weave a message from their personal
experiences into their narrative. Through their class assembly, they conveyed effectively, the
causes of migration as well as the impact it could have on the migrants and on the natives.
Besides, through action, they inspired their school mates by providing a solution on how they
could contribute towards making a new student feel comfortable and secure, in school. Thus, the
class assembly was one of the finest and most fulfilling experiences for the children of Grade 5.

Morning Assemblies
Grade 3 expressed themselves uniquely through
a short skit during their class assembly on
‘Christmas’, as part of their Unit of Inquiry
under the theme of ‘How we express ourselves’.
The attitudes of ‘Empathy’, ‘Creativity’ and
‘Reflection’
were
clearly
demonstrated
throughout the skit as the students shared the
meaning of Christmas; one should give before
one takes, one should show kindness to someone
new, and one should forgive a person who has
hurt them. Through this class assembly, it made
the students wonder as to should Santa Claus
always be man or his role can also be played
effectively by a woman. This enabled the
students to share their perspectives and feel
the Christmas Season. This was indeed very
joyful for the students.

Students of Grade 4 enacted a skit based on their ongoing unit – ‘How The World Works’.
Students presented themselves as Energy Sustainers and spread the message about
Energy usage through a humorous skit, song and dance routine, entertaining the audience
and sending out a clear message on how Energy can be conserved.

Morning Assemblies

Accolades

Interschool Speech and Drama Competition Six of our students represented BIS at the Pearl Padamsee Speech and Drama Competition organised by Ace Production. This year, the
theme was ‘Give Peace A Chance’. The following students represented BIS after a round of auditions conducted in school over a period of
four days - Meera Shah, Shiraz Aga and Nyla Bajaj
BIS bagged the school trophy in the Junior Category:
1st Place - Nyla Bajaj
2nd Place - Shiraz Aga

PYP Orientations for
parents
December 1-3 2016
Parent workshops were conducted over 3 days on the
1st, 2nd and 3rd of December which has conducted by
the PYP Coordinator and the PYP Team Leaders. The
agenda of the workshop was to share the philosophy
and framework of the Primary Years Programme.

A workshop entitled ‘Making
the PYP Happen’ was
conducted on the 16th and
17th of December 2016 by
Ms.Richel Dursin from
Indonesia who is the PYP
co-ordinator at the BINUS
School Simprug This
workshop had participants
across the school including
our principal, Dr. Vakil.

Workshops for Teachers

We learned a lot from each
other and began to understand
each one’s learning style and
tap each other’s potential
during group work.
It was a 2 day fulfilling
experience and each of us had
a box full of ideas, strategies
and new beginnings to take
back.
Prior to this workshop, our
PYP Coordinator, Ms. Shreya
Malhotra and the PYP Team
Leaders also conducted an
induction for new teachers to
help them understand the
philosophy of the school as
well as that of the IB Primary
Years Programme.
Our teachers also had
interactions with Michael
Cutts, who is helping the
school with Tech Integration.

